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“Volcanic” emergency?

Why did a small volcanic eruption in the middle of nowhere, with little 
impact on any built infrastructure or agriculture cause billions of dollars 
in economic loss?

What happened and why?

Could this happen in NZ and how would it be different for us?
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Eyjafjallajökull

Eyjafjalla

Two eruptions in the last 1100 
years

Intermediate and mafic alkali 
compositions

AD1612 and 1821-23

Small eruptions: 0.1 km3

Erupted in tandem with Katla

Sturkell et al., 2010, Developments in Quat. Sci.



Timeline

• Late 2009 – seismicity increased

• 20/3/10 – low intensity eruption (VEI 1) at 
Fimmvörðuháls

• 14/4/10 – Eruption began at Eyjafjallajökull –
phreatomagmatic (VEI 4)

• 15 -20 April 2010 – most of Europe’s airspace 
closed

• Late April- May – weak, low plumes, sporadic 
airport closures

• 21/5/10 ash production ceased

• May – June – high winds remobilised ash
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Geographic Overview



Spectacular – fire fountains, fissure 
eruption, lava flows

- low hazard levels
- positive tourism influence

- threat of something larger from 
two neighboring volcanoes
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Fimmvörðuháls 20 March to 12 April
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Eyjafjallajökull Phreatomagmatic Phase - 14-20 April 2010

Efficient fragmentation 
Producing fine ash 

Plume, low and weak (5-8 km)
Wind strong
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Later Eruptions  - late April - May 2010

11 May 10

Sporadic weak plumes, strongly directed, low 
ash columns (3-5 km)
Development of a crater lake
Occasional lahars
Wind-remobilised ash
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Lahars

One of the major perceived threats to life

800 people evacuated before dawn on 
14 April – returned soon after

Several “small” lahars occurred, the 
largest on 14 April and 19 May

Minor damage to roads and pastures
www.earthice.hi.is
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Local Ash Fall
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Animal Health Impacts

Important agricultural area: 15% of Iceland’s cattle, 6% of Sheep, 17% all horses, 
12% of all dairy production

No major disruptions for livestock during initial March eruptions
Livestock normally indoors
Croplands and roads damaged by floods
Lambing begun but animals retained indoors – overcrowding
Inhabitants of 20 closest farms relocated (allowed daily entry to maintain farms)
Windblown ash – poor visibility
Drinking water ok

Three months later – grass growing vigorously – but ash within hay
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15/4/10

Ash exported into the Jet stream



15/4/10 16/4/10

European Flight Disruptions

16/4/10 – 16 000 or 57% of Europe’s scheduled flights cancelled
95 000 flights cancelled by 21/4/10

Largest disruption of flights since WW2
15-23 April shut-down over most of Europe
Further disruptions on 4, 5, 9, and 16-17 May



NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — An official with 
Kenya's horticulture industry says 5,000 
workers have been temporarily laid off 
following $12 million in losses due to the 
cancellation of flights to Europe.

According to the International Air Transport 
Association, Airlines have been losing at 
least US$200 million a day and this thing 
can’t be staying for long…

Meteorologist Derrick Ryall of the MET 
Office in London said there is no “defined 
safe limit” for volcanic ash. “No one has 
said what a safe limit for aircraft is, so 
therefore it’s very difficult for these 
judgments to be made,” he said.

Flow-on disruptions… anger building
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5 million travelers were left stranded around the world by the closures
Train, ferry and bus companies – huge upsurge in demand

IATA Director General “Europe was using a theoretical mathematical approach 
and this is not what you need. We needed some test flights to go into the 
atmosphere…” Governments had made a mistake imposing a blanket ban..

CAA guidelines – ash concentration > 0 – airspace closed

Military flights on 15/4/10 in Finland suffered major engine damage
21/4/10 CAA and Engine Manufacturers - 200-2000 µg/m3 ash is ok to fly

18/5/10 Limit revised upward to 4 mg/m3 with time-limited zone from 2-4 mg/m3

Every cloud has a sliver lining 
– 1.3-2.8 million tonnes of CO 2 emissions were saved

Pressure and Standards



Rules-stretched – “Cowboys”

Spiegel Magazine



When a Volcano Proclaims the Word of God    
“the image of the skull was the work of the finger of God communicating an 
important message”

“The volcanic ash paralyzed the air traffic, and a dark spiritual atmosphere has 
paralyzed spiritual life of the European church as a whole. Clouds of darkness 
have prevented us from going to the places where God wants us to be in the spirit.”

Religious overtones….



Could we experience the same thing in NZ?

We already have – 1995/96

Air traffic closures
Lahar damage to power generation
Ash damage to agriculture

>$140 million in losses



Roading impacts

Vehicle air filters

Repeated clean-up

Lahars vs. Bridges Dangerous driving conditions



Ash impacts on health/agriculture

Acidic

Toxic

Unpalatable

Contaminating

Acidic



Other infrastructure impacts

Corrosion Water
Wastewater

Water supply – physical/chemical Power/gas



During eruptions - enquiries to NZ (Cronin, Stewart, Johnston)

European Food Safety Authority
Meat and Wool, UK
French Ministry of Agriculture
Icelandic Veterinary Authority
Icelandic Farmers Association
New Zealand Foreign Affairs and Trade

The knowledge-go-round

What will ash do to water supplies?
What impact will it have on food?
Human health impacts?
Animal health impacts?
Advice on farming responses….

We asked the same 
questions of the 
Icelanders in 1995!



Animal impacts – New Zealand, 1995...

• Sheep-farming area dominantly affected

• deaths c. 9 days after 11/10/95 eruption

• pale, swollen kidneys

• ash in digestive tract

• low serum Ca

• Bands of F in teeth 

– 1000-4000 mg/kg 

– (normal <300)

• Rumen F conc.:  

– A: 360 mg/kg

– B: 520 mg/kg

– >5 normal, >40 elevated, >200 poisoning

Fluorotic

Normal



Animal impacts – New Zealand, 1995...

• Pasture F content a few days later at  20-90 mg/kg

• Death rate up to 3% of ewes on most properties (plus loss 
of lambs), 1250 ewes on one property alone

• Affects aggravated by short pastures and low feed supply 
(cold early Spring season) along with high energy 
demands from lactating or pregnant ewes

• Deaths due to a combination of Ketosis (from starvation) 
and F-intoxication



Animal impacts – New Zealand, 1995/96...

• Minor cases of Ketosis in cattle

• Deaths of wild Sika Deer (up to 10% of population)

• One cattle death

– Serum F: 0.43 mg/L (normal 0.19)

• Eruptions in 14/10/95 and 17/6/96 induced hypocalcaemia in 
sheep and cattle along with scour/digestive problems

• Production from farms suffered in following months



Soil/pasture impacts from ashfall

• High S content 0.3-3% by weight

• Deposited 30-1500 kg S ha-1

• Moderate concentrations of other plant nutrients and 
trace elements; Na, K, Mg, B, Co

• Significant Se content

• Fertilising effect
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mm of 1995 tephra



Ashfall impacts on soils/pasture

Depression of pH for 
>9 months

Rise in plant-available
S for > 9 months



The eruption was small and similar in style and composition to what we 
expect from Ruapehu, Taranaki, Tongariro or Ngauruhoe

Impact was primarily distal (far-field) and reflected the key lifeline of Air-
transportation and flow-on disruption of:

- trade
- productivity (stranded staff, post, goods)
- tourism (actual and deferred)

For an equivalent NZ eruption the distribution of consequences will be 
very different…

NZ will bear the brunt of the local impact:
- Tourism/air freight
- Agriculture
- Health
- Infrastructure
- Employment

The extra-regional consequences of an NZ event are probably minor

Conclusions - Eyjafjallajökull


